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Fission yields have been determined frcjoi 14 Msv neutrons on U^® 

and U23S, thermal neutrons on ir^=, and fission spectrum neutrons on U^^, 

U^^® and Pu^^^. In each case the number of fissions was determined from 

the Mo®^ activity for vhlch the proportionality to fission had been direct

ly determined for the various neutron sources by the Los Alamos Radiochemistry 

Group. Stx*ontlum vas radiochemiccLlly isolated and 1^° alloved to grow into 

radioactive equilibrium. The Y^^ was then chemically separated and counted. 

Êhe counting efficiency vas determined by compajrison of the 4ll counting rate 

of weightless samples and the counting rate of carrier samples of Y»o in a 

methane-flow proportional counter. 

The gsraphite thexmal coluoxn of the Los Alamos Water Boiler reactor was 

used for the thermal neutron irradiations and the 14 tfev neutrons wez^ pro

duced by the Los Alamos Cockcroft-V^alton machine. The fission spectrum 

neutrons were produced by the Los Alamos Godiva critical assembly. 

The results from the thermal neutron iraradlation of U^^ agree with 

the published yields within experimental error. From mass spectrcaaetric 

measur®aent8 Steinberg and Glendenln report 5.80 and Petruska, Ihode, and 

Tomllnson report 5•74 ± 2^. Reed-̂ , using radiochemical methods, reported 

4.02 ± 0.11 bewed coi 19.9 years for the half-life of 3r^°. A recalculation 

of this number using 28 years for the half-life of Sr®° gl-res 5.66 ± .I5. 

Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy CoBsoission. 
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TABLE I 

Fission Yields of Sr^° 

Each number is the average of two Irradiations except the 14 Mev zom 

U^^° which was a single irradiation. 

Nuclide 

^235 

U305 

UC35 

U338 

ysaa 

Pu2=39 

Type of Neutrons 

thermal 

14 Mev 

fission spectrum 

14 Mev 

fission spectrum 

fission spectrum 

Fission Yield 

5.61 ± 0.22 

4.40 ± 0.17 

5.02 ± 0.20 

5.06 ± G.12 

5.lit ± 0.15 

2.12 ± 0.09 
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